Material World

Quentin Cooper : I feel very sorry for somebody who has to say the world vicissitudes repeatedly,it's an easy one to trip over! Hello,today women in science and aliens in all of us.

("Alien" theme plays)

In the first Alien film,there's that much parodied sequence where the creature bursts out from within John Hurt's stomach,and if by any chance you haven't seen the film,I'm sorry I've really spoiled it for you now! What makes it so effectively affecting is the idea of another being lurking within us.

[The idea is used also in"Forbidden Planet" where the mental faculty of the ID becomes a demo in actual form unleashed from the mind of the genius Dr Morbius (see members.fortunecity.com/templarser/freud.html )-LB]

And SF author Brian Aldiss took this idea further in his fantasy "Hothouse" where he came up with a playful suggestion for the origins of human intelligence - a talking fungus.

"As Gren wandered regardlessly on,something fell onto his head.Something light and painless. Several times,Gren had seen and been worried by the dark brain-like fungus,that attached itself to other creatures,
'You are human',said a voice.
It was a ghost of a voice.
'Whose that speaking?' he asked idly.
'Call me Morell,I shall not leave you,I can help you.
Gren felt very dull,but he managed to ask, 'How will you help me?'
'As I have helped other beings',said Morell,'once I am with them,I never leave them. Many beings have no brain,I and those of my kind act as brains,so that the creatures we attach ourselves to are more cunning and able than others.'"

Aldiss actually wrote Hothouse a couple of years before Alien,but long before either of them,and by long I mean billions of years,nature beat them to it. Our cells carry the legacy of alien organisms which inserted themselves into our distant ancestors and in doing so,may have provided the impetus to kicks tart complex life.
What I'm talking about are mitochondria,the key energy converters within cells,and it's not just me that's talking about them,their beyond symbiotic relationship with human development is the subject of a meeting at the Royal Society yesterday and today and on loan from it are two world authorities on mighty mitochondria,Ford Doolittle,professor of Biochemistry and Molecular Biology at Dauhausi University in Nova Scotia,

[Presumably he works on the mitochondria that push me and pull you and come in any colour so long as they're black - oddly enough the name of the astronaut in "Dark Star" who had the phenomenology conversation with a nuclear bomb was also called "Doolittle" - it seems anyone called do-little seems to do the exact opposite of what their name suggests - (see members.aol.com/templarseries/darkstar.html) -LB]

and John Allen,professor of Plant Cell Biology at Lunde University in Sweden. John Allen,I've cleverly left you to clarify just what it is that mitochondria are.

John Allen : Well mitochondria if you look in any book ..introductory biochemistry or biology are the power houses of cells,they are little structures inside every cell of an animal or a plant,which use the food which the animal or plant has,combine it with oxygen,which all animals and plants need for their life,and they make this chemical reaction which releases energy which is what the organism needs for its growth, for it's reproduction,for everything it does. So they give us the energy,they're the little power stations we have inside us,if you like.

Quentin Cooper : Little power stations,so when we breathe it's ultimately the mitochondria,that are able to transform the results of this into useable energy?

John Allen :  Absolutely,yes,that's where the oxygen goes,that's where it's sucked up and used like fuel in the carburettor of your car to drive your car,the oxygen has to get to mitochondrial membranes otherwise it's of no use to you at all. And the energy is produced in the form of a small molecule called adenizene-triphosphate - ATP for short.

Quentin Cooper :  Which I think we'll probably be featuring later on in this conversation as well,since it's quite a crucial molecule. Ford Doolittle,anything to add at that point from your perspective on mitochondria?

Ford Doolittle : Well my perspective is an evolutionary one,so I guess what mostly interests me about this meeting,and about mitochondria is their origins,and the implications of that,and they are aliens within our own cells,and aliens within the cells of most higher organisms,so it's interesting to know that,it's interesting to think about the implications of it,and much of this meeting's also been about genes that have been transferred back and forth between these organelles.

Quentin Cooper : Organelle's the way to think of a kind of a little thing within a cell then that has some sort of function?

Ford Doolittle :  Yes,a small organ.

Quentin Cooper :  A small organ,yes,well I'm sure some of these words they kind of develop bigger meaning. what about..we talked about these things having...existing within us John,I mean they also exist within other animals and are there equivalents within plants?

John Allen :  Yes,plants have mitochondria just like ours. Plant cells have something else which we don't have,which is something called the chloroplasts. The chloroplasts which means "green box" in bad Greek I suspect,is the little structure inside the cell that converts energy - but it does a very special sort of energy conversion - it takes light energy,and then does the chemical reactions that make ATP,and that's the process of photo synthesis.

Quentin Cooper : Now what are the....you've already hinted,Ford,that these things have alien origins,how do we know that they have alien origins?

Ford Doolittle :  The chloroplasts too have alien origins,by the way,so they both have alien origins,but different alien origins.

Quentin Cooper :  So we've got a whole alien host inside us now!?

Ford Doolittle :   We do indeed,well that's probably mostly it. We mostly think there were two major events,one is the origin of mitochondria and the other was the origin of chloroplasts..created these organelles.

[It's not looking good for the "God created man" scenario,sounds a lot like "man evolved from lower organisms" to me -LB]

Quentin Cooper :  Okay I want to retrace what those.....

Ford Doolittle :   Those are singular events.

Quentin Cooper :  ...what those events might have been.But first what makes you know they were events?

Ford Doolittle :  The reason we believe in that,is because of molecular sequence data,sequences of genes,because organelles both have genomes,they have small circular DNAs that encode a number of genes,and we can sequence those genes and compare then to the sequences of other genes.

Quentin Cooper :   And we need to be clear about this,this is their own DNA?

Ford Doolittle :  It's their own DNA,yeah.And it's their DNA that's their heritage,it's the DNA that they brought with them from the days that they were independent organisms.

Quentin Cooper :  It sounds innocuous when you say it,but it's a rather discomforting notion isn't it really? The idea of something within us with it's own independent DNA going it's own way?

John Allen :   Well I think I've just realised,I've perhaps crossed a psychological barrier that maybe Ford hasn't. I don't think of them as aliens,I think of them as part of myself.The mitochondria define very much who we are and where we came from. They  were assimilated by cells which are just as much unlike us as the mitochondria are,and it's that symbiosis that gave rise to eucaryotic cells,of which we're made of millions and millions,that gave rise to us with our sense of identity.Who you are is what your mitochondria are.

[It all makes much more sense than "God did it",and all the evidence backs it up-LB]

Quentin Cooper :   But isn't this...aren't we straying into the realm of philosophy almost,just as to whether we're....

Ford Doolittle :  Rather further than....yeah I mean....

Quentin Cooper :   ....humans,whether or not..we're a kind of consensus ...it's a kind of handy consensual overview of humankind.

John Allen :    It's just a thought,it's just a thought.

Ford Doolittle :   Well I understand his position,I prefer actually to think of them as slaves. It seems to me that these organelles have lost all their autonomy,so whatever individuality they had as organisms was sort of submerged in the larger host cell into which they were incorporated,what I think is interesting is that this tip of what I think is a larger iceberg of gene transfer,the organelles,frank organelles in membrane enclosed boxes in which special biochemistry occurs,and which have their own special DNA,those are rare,but individual transfers of genes,from one organism to another,across very great distances,is a much more common process than we had hitherto thought,and we know this now,because of all the sequence data that is available for DNAs for many different kinds of organisms.

[So the idea that genes don't wander about very much and doing genetic modification is perhaps open to a wider worry than was perhaps thought to be the case? - LB]

So in my view,organelle origins are just a special case of a sort of more general process which does to me have interesting philosophical implications about the nature of evolution.

Quentin Cooper :  Okay so how did they get there? When did they get there?

Ford Doolittle :    Well,so we believe we know the specific ancestors of the mitochondria,it's something called a proteo bacteria, a particular kind of bacteria,and most of us would believe this was an early event in the evolution of complicated cells,and it's probably about 2 billion years ago,I'd say would be the consensus.

[So not a few thousand then? - And this simpler life form managed to integrate itself towards greater and greater complexity over time - culminating in today's creatures who show the signs of their own origins from simpler organisms by virtue of the fact that we are like a community of alien organisms all of which have pooled together for mutual benefit into a larger host - in that sense we are rather like a coral reef and it's absurd to suggest we were made in one go some thousands of years ago by some super spirit - because all the evidence is to the contrary - and in favour of evolution. The date is a consensus because no rational person would refute that life started billions of years ago - LB]

Quentin Cooper :  Eucaryotes are pretty much every cell apart from bacteria?

Ford Doolittle :     Yeah right.

Quentin Cooper :  Okay.

Ford Doolittle :   You're a eucaryote.

Quentin Cooper :  I'm glad to hear it! As much as I am one entity,which is something we've already philosophically raised,I'm now worried about whether I've got aliens or whether I am a collective,or whatever. 

[That idea is present in the "Borg" of Star Trek - a haven of such notions stemming from the sciences.The idea is also present in a social sense at macroscopic being level in Ayn Rand's "Anthem" and was in part explored in my own "The Mother of all Machines" (http://members.aol.com/templarseries/tmoamx.html) in essence when is something a one or a many and a "self" or "us". Danah Zohar explores the implications of Quantum Physics for the concept of one self in "The Quantum Self" (http://members.fortunecity.com/templarser/qself4.html) - LB]

But okay John,we know sort of what cell was involved when it happened,do we sort of know when it happened as well?

John Allen :   Well I've certainly got stuck in this conversation on who are "we" (laughter)! But I don't think we'll get very far. I mean I feel that I should concentrate on my own senses,my security about my identity here,but there was a symbiosis and it was long ago and we wouldn't recognise as relatives either of the partners to this symbiosis,

[Here comes the social allegory......-LB]

but there was a large cell which met a smaller cell and the smaller could give the larger cell something it needed.,and probably vice versa,they did a deal,they made a partnership to live together and each supply what the other couldn't. And what the two  partners could do together was just something completely new and unique that neither of them could do separately. 
Now the question is what were these two separate roles? Traditionally this molecule ATP which the bacterium could make for the larger host cell,was the deal,the nature of the deal,or the little contract that they signed,and so that's quite plausible in a way,and you can imagine a bacterial cell going in and this transaction taking place and slowly the relationship becoming closer and closer,more and more intimate,until it it could never actually be countermanded,you could never go back on it.

[You might say they'd achieved "oneness" - or "crossed the Rubycon" -LB]

Quentin Cooper :  Can I nip in there? You say it sounds quite plausible,but it doesn't sound quite plausible to me,I can't work out why -because obviously bacteria don't communicate in this way and say "You do this for me and I'll do this for you",one of them's got to be doing something anyway,which turns out to be for the benefit of the others,and I can't work out why an invading bacteria should be producing ATP,which handily helps a host cell?

[As with the social bonding with two human beings - it operates in a very subtle way and no one actually notices that there is some sort of trading going on. I have the same problem with human relationships - I can't work out why an invading entity should be a provider of some beneficial substance when by it's nature its like a host being invaded by a bacterium - one imagines that the duality achieves a third unknown quality via symbiosis - but in the process by definition one also achieves loss of "self" by being integrated into a "collective" - maybe "The whole is more than the sum of the parts" - Zohar's maxim - LB]

John Allen :    Agreed,I don't think they exchanged contracts no [That's left for us higher organisms to do -LB]. 
I think there was an immediate advantage to one partner from having close proximity with the other.

[I think that's always and advantage - getting it to happen is another thing entirely - LB]

Ford Doolittle :  I mean you can also look at it as mutual exploitation [Ref: M.Laver "The Politics of Private Desire" - see http://members.fortunecity.com/templarser/wanna.html ],both partners benefited from the relationship at the beginning,and fairly soon it became an obligatory relationship and that point I think it no longer....
[ I know the feeling - LB]

I mean I would agree with John,actually -it no longer makes sense to talk of different organisms,when basically what you have are genes and different parts of the cell,but none of those genes can go it on their own anymore. So really what you have is one large cell with a complex origin,but no longer separate evolutionary interests of the different components.

[You might say that there paths crossed - they became entangled - and found themselves inextricably obliged into a life together with some notion of mutual exploitation or possible overall benefit - what would be interesting would be to discern how one actually discerns what the benefits are to each - or to the whole as a union - at a biological level it might be survivability - at a social level it might be "rewarding" or some other such dubious term - it becomes a matter of value systems to determine whether the whole is actually better than the sum of the parts - bacteria seem much better able to reproduce without using humans as vehicles - or maybe both means are as good as one another and so coexist - in the same way perhaps some people are better off alone rather than losing "self" to a "collective" partnership -LB]

Quentin Cooper :   So how come it's managed to - I mean this is what intrigues me is -it seems to.. some of it's genes seem to have kind of drifted into the rest of us and some of them don't.What's going on there?

Ford Doolittle :  Well that's one of the larger discussions we've had today.There are several different explanations. There's the functional explanations that John would put forward,there's the "that's just the way it is" - this is history..not...I mean a lot of biology is history,so a lot of it's not done yet,and a lot of it is accidental.

John Allen :  One other one is of course - and I ...this is quite popular,is that the process of giving genes to the nucleus of the complex cell,exporting them from the mitochondria and the chloroplasts is so slow that it takes geological time,and millions and millions of years,and we just happen to be seeing the last few genes as they stay there,that's one view.
My view,is that it is...that the genes are there for a reason,natural...evolution proceeds by natural selection,and I think there is a functional significance,I think keeping these genes in mitochondria and chloroplasts,allowing them to have their own genetic systems,which I sort of think the nucleus and the big bureaucracy doesn't really want,but it has no choice,because these are genes for special proteins,which play an intimate role in this energy conversion process.

[Again there's a social allegory - I doubt males and females like each other very much and in some sense don't have any choice - the higher "bureaucracy" of the mind maintains self against collaboration and yet reproduction requires that one take on something to provide the means to do so - a relationship - the payoff is offspring - so what is the payoff when there's no reproduction if one is investing loss of self? And in the process of seemingly it being "just the way that it is" there doesn't seem to be a functional explanation for the existence of non -reproductive relationships - other than a "mutual benefit" - which is measured in value relative terms - so exactly how does one know if one is gaining or losing by investment in a twoness and not a self? It seems to be a matter of subjective judgement "Do you feel better off and benefited by it or not?" - then there is the paradoxical situation of asking a host of eucaryotic cells acting as a collective whether they feel benefited from the union with another group of eucaryotic cells,and possibly to either make a 3rd group (a baby) or to have some sort of metaphysical "benefit" incurred just by virtue of living alongside some other collection of eucaryotes - all in all it sounds like a messy waste of energy to me. What the heck is the point of it all? 
"Why does it happen ? Because it happens" - RUSH  -LB]

And when the light comes on or goes away or the oxygen appears or disappears,this is extremely important information for the cell, and the first part of the cell that knows anything at all about it,is the energy converting process inside the mitochondria,or in the chloroplast in the case of photo synthesis,and since this is the interface of all  organisms really with the physical environment,this is the first place where bad news comes or good news comes,and you have to have a local delegation of decision making machinery,that can really actually say "Quick we need some more of this protein" or "Please stop making that one,it has now become dangerous because the world has changed" - that has to be in place,and it has to be equipped to make decisions,without prior consultation with this big bureaucracy and the nucleus,which has most of all the other genes,which will say "No, no wait a minute,actually the day length isn't right" or you know "There's an R in the month so you mustn't switch that gene on now",that's not good enough in these overidingly important cases of reacting to oxygen or reacting to light.

[To me the sheer fact that these processes are "low level" in architecture and co exist in other "low level " creatures is evidence that the complexity has built up from sub processes towards colonies of variously able cells into pools of collectives all of which do specific things - when a human body is looked at as a composite of various able cells and even specifics of the cells themselves owing heritage to external "alien" influences - things with individual identity it is incredible that a creationist perspective continues to exist as a belief. Cells are made of complex chemicals - and those complex chemicals have existed in forms from virus and below - it doesn't take much sophistication to make a reproducing process - as those subject to computer viruses will know - the forces of nature are more complex than computer programs and more open to self reproduction - in isolation any one system can create a given function and then by association - aggregate with other systems for mutual benefit -we see this even at organism level in the natural world - ants and plants - fish and coral - the notion of symbiosis exists at a social level - because it exists throughout the levels - and we as colonies or "collectives"of symbiotes echo that behaviour at the social level of macro beings - all in all a picture is created of physical laws making chemicals which evolve complexity to life - its absurd to suggest that the process needed starting a by a semi human spirit thing - especially give the lack of logic and lack of falsifiability of the claim - evolution on the other hand has plenty of evidence and in principle notions supporting it - LB]

You have to have a little deputation of autonomous genes that can make decisions and get things done.

Quentin Cooper :   So if there are all these rival hypotheses doing the rounds,how do we discriminate between them? Can we get any hard evidence or is it all locked up several billion years ago?

Ford Doolittle :   Some things are actually very hard to prove in biology,particularly things about evolution and why things happen,because we're really asking historical questions,and in history we don't ever expect to know for sure exactly what happened.

[It's funny then that creationists think they know EXACTLY what happened and believe it with 100% + conviction -LB]

And particularly we don't expect to know why it happened.And so that's what evolutionary biology is about. Why did the mitochondria join the rest of the cell,you know,what were the selective pressures and we can do experiments now that make certain arguments seem feasible or not,but it's always very difficult to prove exactly what happened.

[That difficulty is not reason in and of itself to doubt what is discerned - if one went by difficulty of proof  to the viability of something - creationism would be laughed out of court - LB]

Quentin Cooper :    And although when the mitochondria joined team human it was several billion years ago...

Ford Doolittle :   Humans were not yet thought of.

Quentin Cooper :    Yes it was team pre-human,but we..this is a pretty hot topic now,because of course there's a lot of talk and concern about gene transfer,because of genetic modification?

Ford Doolittle :    Sure there really is a kind of a double edged sword here,because it does seem like gene transfer is more frequent than we had thought,so you could either then say that it's more dangerous,and we should be worried about it more,or you could say it's more common and natural and we should worry about it less.

[Exactly - the idea of what is "natural" is assumed to be not to mess about with gene transfer - and yet if it is so that genes go wandering about anyway - then us moving some around is not necessarily a bad or unnatural thing to do - whether nature has it's own working plan as to what is viable in terms of having to comply with the laws of physics or whether it just makes any old thing which either survives or doesn't - all permutations which either are allowed or not by natural selection - the knee-jerking "unnatural argument" fails to address the above point and also what is meant by "natural" (see http://members.fortunecity.com/templarser/natural.html )-LB]

So I don't know - but it is interesting I think that our understanding of gene transfer and it's evolutionary role is becoming more important than we would have thought.

Quentin Cooper :    But does this actually have consequences in terms of us trying to kind of retrace the origins of life and draw a kind of family tree of life?

Ford Doolittle :   Oh for sure,no,well yes,my own particular talk at this meeting and my interest is in the interest of transfer,mostly among bacteria - of genes,because we have,over the last three decades built up a very powerful icon - it's called the tree of ..the universal tree of life
(see http://members.fortunecity.com/templarser/organism.html )

in which we believe relates all groups of organisms one to another,and it's based on the sequences of one or few genes,but if genes can be transferred around,then that means had we picked other genes,we would have got different trees,and indeed there's a lot of evidence that had we picked other genes,or if we picked them now ,we'd get different trees,so that the tree is a less appropriate image than the web or mesh like network of genes being transferred back and forth. So that..I think it's interesting because of it's implications for that metaphor and for it's implications about the complexity of the evolutionary process - it's more complex,and to my mind more interesting than we thought it was before.

Quentin Cooper :    Lots more complex and more interesting by the sound of it,professors Ford Doolittle and John Allen thanks,and thanks also to Brian Aldiss who rescued us when I couldn't remember where in his many fine novels,I'd come across the idea of a fungus that turns up as our brains.There's more mitochondria in the too rich domain -that's an anagram of mitochondria,of our webpages - haste ye to www.bbc.co.uk/radio4 and Material World will be lurking within the list of regular programmes like a you know what in a eucaryotic cell.
You can also contact us on material.world@bbc.co.uk,we're particularly receptive to emails saying that what the programme needs is more lyrically questionable Bob Dylan numbers.

"She takes just like a woman,yes she does
She makes love just like a woman,yes she does
And she aches just like a woman,
But she breaks just like a little girl"

And absolute Dylan classic,but one which these days some people have problems with because it seems to make sweeping generalisations about women, a dangerous thing to do,but it's something that's going to be hard to entirely avoid as we attempt to discuss the larger topic of women in science and why so many women drop out of scientific careers,with professor Therese Reece from the school of Social Sciences at Cardiff University and science writer Dr Paula Gould.Therese's in our Cardiff studio and Paula's in Chester. Therese Reece what's thrust this particular topic to the forefront of our mind's is you've just compiled a report for the European Commission and it's a statistical analysis of the role of women in science across 30 countries,so can you just sprint through the headlines?

Therese Reece : Yes indeed,well the European Commission's very concerned because of Economic and Demographic reasons about the loss of scientists
  [Perhaps it's because they are culturally undervalued and dismissed and a plague of unreason spread by religious mystics is undermining what scientists do - coupled with the public distrust of science - many people might be left wondering if it's worth going into the sciences only to receive public flack and and opposition from ignorants (see members.fortunecity.com/templarser/maddox1.html & nerd.html) - LB]

and we are actually losing proportionally more women from scientific careers.This report looked at 30 countries all the countries involved in the European Commission's research and development framework programme,that the commission funds for research,so the countries were the 15 member states,plus the candidate countries seeking membership to the EU,mostly eastern European countries,and three other countries,Norway,Iceland and Israel,and it's the first time really that an attempt has been made to harmonise statistics and compare the situation and to benchmark policies on women in science across these 30 countries.

Quentin Cooper :   And what's the source of your data,is it questionnaires or due to statistically analysed,do headcounts of women in top jobs in science or what?

Therese Reece : Well some of them come from Eurostat,which is a statistical agency that serves  all the EU member states and of course now the candidate countries and the others involved in the framework programme as well,and some of the statistics were provided by the individual countries concerned,through there department of science or  equivalent ministry.

Quentin Cooper :  So what would it be,would it be France says that we have,you know 22% of our scientists are women,or something like that? You're not going out and handing out questionnaires to women and saying "Are you a scientist?"

Therese Reece :  No these are official statistics.

Quentin Cooper :   Okay,and you talked about the loss of scientists,so the idea is you're not just interested in people who might have done science,and it's people who embarked on a career in science or at least part of that path,and then at some point they've gone off it?

Therese Reece :  Absolutely,I mean the concern is getting girls if you like,into science,and keeping women in scientific careers and also getting women through the glass ceiling up to the professorships and so on,so it's concern among all those things,

[Sounds like positive discrimination to me - if they don't feel the aptitude or don't wish to be there (by gender) then why push them? It should be about individuals who wish to do something - not genders - LB]

but the main concern is the loss of women in scientific careers and the figures are really cause for great concern. Indeed you know,one recommendation might be that you shouldn't train women in science at all because you might train them up to be nuclear physicists at Phd level and then if you're not going to give them a decent job well that's a lot of public money down the drain.

[Far be it from me that I should point this out - but that applies no matter what gender you are - why focus specifically upon women? If the representation of the genders is not per the population perhaps it's with good reason (see members.fortunecity.com/templarser/paulos2.html & women.html & duncan1.html ) - LB]

Of course,this is the sort of fine British sense of irony type of approach to a potential recommendation which doesn't always travel to other countries,so I have to be careful saying that kind of thin gout of the UK,but it is a cause for concern. A lot of investment going into these people,people who presumably want scientific careers and for whatever reason are being frozen out of them.
We know that men of course leave scientific careers as well. We know that the city and management consultancy

[Perhaps they are also frozen out by preferential positive discrimination which picks females and ethnic minorities over them - LB]

firms in particular are very keen on engineers and physicists,they like the way they think. But we're concerned that the loss of women may well be for other kinds of reasons. It maybe an inability to get back into for example an academic career after a career break,there are no trajectories really to enable women to do that,apart from the excellent Daphne Jackson foundation which is able to help some women,it maybe chill factors in the staff common room
[They should stop being wimps - men have to suffer that too - I witnessed that sort of "intimidation" thing as a reason why women were having gender specific tuition in COBOL the reason being "they are intimidated by the men" - welcome to the real world with men in it! My own class was mixed gender - none of the females displayed signs of feeling inferior - it's an inferiority complex about technical matters - which can apply to both genders - LB] 

it maybe the "clubbiness",it maybe male networks and all the rest of it. One study in Sweden showed that the Medical Research Council there,the members were rating 2.5 times...sorry were rating as excellent men 2.5 times that of women with the same objective scores,and it turned out that they had worked with them or they knew them,and they didn't know the women.

[The same thing can happen in reverse - women are social beings by nature and are much more likely to form cliques by gender - generally speaking those women who function "technically" and show an aptitude do not have the kind of worries which make them peel off into female only cliques - it seems to  me that men get on with it and women feel intimidated and thence form female only groups which under achieve or appear to by their own inability to socialise with men - and thence they create gender only working groups to redress the perceived "imbalance". Gender shouldn't be an issue - it seems to be women (as with ethnic minorities) who make it an issue by thinking of themselves AS women an not as physicists - to men the issue is science - not gender - see duncan1.html - where Sue Greenfield makes science a gender issue - but she is well placed to comment since as a neuroscientist there may well be gender difference sin brains that affect choices in the sciences -LB]

So that kind of patronage and nepotism we fear maybe another factor in all of this.

Quentin Cooper :  Okay well I want to get onto some things that we might be able to do about this.But Paula Gould,is this striking chords with your own experience,as someone who is a woman who has worked in science?

Paula Gould : Well not really,my only experience of working in science was an an undergraduate. I did natural sciences at Cambridge University,so I did options like physics,materials science,mathematics,in my first few years there,but I did eventually end up specialising in history and philosophy of science,so I can't really count myself as somebody who works in science anymore.

Quentin Cooper :   But I suppose I was stretching it to include the journalistic side of you as a science writer,you must...you talk to scientists,and I wondered about attitudes at that level?

Paula Gould : Oh yes I mean I talk to scientists,and I am very interested in science I certainly write a lot about physics. In my dealings with scientists, I don't actually find these sorts of attitudes and I guess that's quite a positive thing.

[Birds of a feather flock together - if you think you're a scientist - then scientists will flock together - if you think your a woman - then you'll flock with women - those who think in terms of their gender and not in terms of their science will naturally feel left out of the scientific loop,and intimidated by those doing the job and not worrying about what gender they are - LB]

Quentin Cooper :    So we've talked about it in general terms so far Therese,but how does the UK come out of all this? Have you managed to get a ranking within this?

Therese Reece :  It depends which statistic you look at.....

Quentin Cooper :     Ah that's the good thing about statistics yes! (Therese laughs)

Therese Reece :  ...yes! Where we score badly,I think is that we do have a very long hours culture,and of course scientists are into long hours anyway,because they just love doing their science. We've got very poor childcare and compared with EU member states we have you know,the lowest record of publicly subsidised affordable childcare,we're second only to Portugal in the scarcity of our provision,and we also have one of the worst pay gaps between men and women.

[The thing is - if women are predominantly in the lower paid end of the spectrum and men the higher then there will naturally be a pay gap - due to the dual peak that John Allen Paulos refers to (paulos2.html) - unless one is comparing like job with like job then a discrepancy will appear that seems to be by gender which is in actual fact due to a disproportionate number of females at the lower end of the spectrum.
In "Innumeracy" John Allen Paulos shows how the innumeracy of the female contingent led to the erroneous belief they were being discriminated against.......

The following sports anomaly has legal implications as well.Consider two baseball players,say,Babe Ruth and Lou Gehrig.During the first half of the season,Babe Ruth hits for a higher batting average than Lou Gehrig.But for the season as a whole,Lou Gehrig has a higher batting average than Babe Ruth.Could this be the case? Of course,the mere fact that I pose the question may cause some misgivings,but at first glance such a situations seems impossible. 
What can happen is that Babe Ruth could hit .300 the first half of the season,and Lou Gehrig only .290,but Ruth could bat two hundred times to Gehrig's one hundred times.During the second half of the season,Ruth could bat .400 and Gehrig only .390,but Ruth could come to bat only one hundred times to Gehrig's two hundred times at bat.The result would be a higher overall batting average for Gehrig than for Ruth: .357 vs. .333.You can't average batting averages. 
There was an intriguing discrimination case in California several years ago which had the same formal structure as this batting-average puzzle.Looking at the proportion of women in graduate school at a large University,some women filed a law suit claiming that they were being discriminated against by the graduate school.When administrators sought to determine which departments were most guilty,they found that in each department a higher percentage of women applicants were admitted than men applicants.Women, however, applied in disproportionately large numbers to departments such as English and psychology that admitted only a small percentage of their applicants,whereas men applied in disproportionately large numbers to departments such as mathematics and engineering that admitted a much higher percentage of their applicants.The men's admission pattern was analogous to Gehrig's hitting pattern - coming to bat more often during the second half of the season when the batting is easier. 
[Sounds like the women who filed the suit should have entered the maths department,and then they might not have made such a simple mistake and they would have found it easier to get in! And those that got in the psychology department might figure out why they are so paranoid about being discriminated against-LB] ]


So we do badly in all of that,we've been doing better in getting women to take science,particularly at A level in certain subjects,and to go to University,particularly medical sciences,life sciences and so on. But we've still got an enormous problems,as I have to say,most countries have,with physics,engineering,these kinds of subjects,they're not bringing women in.

[Why should they have to? Perhaps evolution has marked out our brains with particular abilities and those jobs reflect the abilities and positively discriminating -trying to reflect the population by gender or race is a mistaken policy - and if it was left to merit to determine who ends up where - then perhaps we'd end up with the right people in the right jobs -instead of policy makers and statisticians thinking everything had to be reflected by ratio and was "the most fair" system. There should be "equal opportunity" - not a positive effort to get women INTO thing that maybe they wouldn't have gone into,or that they are not good at - same goes for ethnic minorities -LB]

So in terms of women professors for example, we're about half way I suppose between the best and the worst.

[This presumes that "the best"is the country who has 50/50 male females in science - that's not necessarily the best situation for science - the best situation for science is to have the most able people doing science no matter what their gender is - LB]

Quentin Cooper :      But you've run through and alarming list of factors here,these chill factors,the nepotism,the imbalances,I mean what can be done,let's talk practical terms now,how do we start putting that right?

Therese Reece :  Well I think there are two sorts of approaches. One is to have some positive action measures to try to unblock these blockages,and it's quite clear that projects like networking,role models,mentoring,establishing some targets,having good equal opportunities policies [Yes like one's which don't exclude males -LB] can work. But actually to my own mind,policies that are about benefiting all people in science,have better effects on women than some of those of those  policies that are targeted specifically to them.

[That's because in the real world - men exist - and having specifically targeted policies such as that which I witnessed for COBOL means that women aren't exposed to their peers which include men - they then try to get jobs in the industry and haven't faced male colleagues they are then ill prepared to work alongside them - those that were taught alongside men are already integrated into the idea that they are a "programmer" not a woman in a man's world -LB]

And I'm talking here really about good human resource management strategies,I mean it's the case that a lot of European Universities are positively medieval in their human resource strategies,I mean HR specialists would sort of snigger at them. We really need far more transparency and openness, more equality training,a proper gender pay reviews,all these kinds of things

[ I think it's exactly those kind of things which are causing the problems -LB]

And I think if we could,and I have to say Universities in some parts of the country are beginning to try to do this - if we could adopt all those kinds of policies which are standard in some other parts of the public and the private sector,I think we'd see a lot of these problems disappear.

[I think it's you and those who go round measuring how many people are doing what and making genderised policies that cause the problems in the first place - LB]

So I would like to see proper mainstreaming of gender equality into higher education and I think that would help a great deal.

Quentin Cooper :    Paula,Therese's talked there about mentoring,d'you think...does this extend to role models? D'you think role models are important and do those role models exist?

Paula Gould :  Well I think there's actually a very important difference between mentors and role models. Mentoring schemes as I understand it are where you put people in touch with perhaps colleagues who are a couple of years ahead,colleagues in the same department,colleagues with similar interests,and that provides a support,perhaps practical suggestions,tips, maybe a shoulder to cry on when things go wrong,a bit of support when things are going well. 
Discussion of role models,now that seems to be very different,that seems to me that you're putting somebody on a pedestal and polishing out the imperfections,if you like,and saying "this person is absolutely perfect,there almost heroic in a way,and you have to behave like that",I'm not sure that's a terribly constructive approach. Mentoring,yes...

Quentin Cooper :   But also isn't that surely...? I mean a role model doesn't have to be like that,a role model doesn't have to be granted  super human powers which they don't have, a role model can be a real person,warts and all.

Paula Gould :  They can,but I think you'll often find that the warts are polished off.

Quentin Cooper :  And in fact you've been looking at two people who may or may not be described as role models,and certainly the way these Victorians and Edwardian writers talked about them.

Paula Gould :   Yes that's right I've been looking at this from a historical perspective and the way in which Victorian and Edwardian writers chose to write about women in science,and certainly the stories that you read there,the characters come out very sanitised,very clean,very shiny,extremely well - behaved and you do wonder what's been left out of the picture.

(see http://members.fortunecity.com/templarser/stoppard.html )

Quentin Cooper :  Well you've presumably gone back and found out what has,haven't you? I mean maybe they were clean and shiny,but I take it  that you wouldn't be upset if that was the case?

Paula Gould :   I think it's very difficult to look back and say well what's been left out, I think you have to  look at what you're actually being told and why you're being told this. Back in the late 19th century it was very important to present to people an image of women doing science as womanly women,if you like,to show that they could actually participate in science,but not conflict with their domestic duties in any way.

Quentin Cooper :  I think you looked particularly at Caroline Herschell and Mary Somerville didn't you?

Paula Gould :   Yes,that's right,and the stories that were being written about them after they had died by these Victorian and Edwardian writers,certainly emphasised their domestic skills,their partnership,the cooperation with the men in their lives,as something which was actually integral to almost their scientific careers.

Quentin Cooper :  But are you surprised,because a culture,normally in all aspects of itself,just reflects the way it is,so the films that people make when it's a male dominated society will be male dominated,the role models of women scientists will show them as being subservient to men?

Paula Gould :   Oh absolutely,but I think when you're reading the stories as we might be reading them now,you have to remember the context in which they were written so you can understand a bit more about what was going on and why that particular story is being told.

Quentin Cooper :   Finally Therese d'you think we've reached the point where you can say to a male of a certain age and a female of a certain age,who've got equal abilities,that they're both equally recommended to go into a career in science,or in fact for one of them might it be a better option than the other?

Therese Reece :  No absolutely no,I think it's clear talking to many,many scientists that they love the science,and there are many rewards in a  scientific career. I want to see a situation where men an women,you know can both enjoy that. What I would say I think though is that men and women should put pressure on Universities and other employers employing scientists to provide,work-life balance policies,open recruitment,pay reviews,to make sure that it is possible to combine science with a normal  life.

Quentin Cooper :   Okay professor Therese Reece,Dr Paula Gould many thanks for your help in getting towards that normal life and maybe that report will help people in that direction. Next week,with only hours to go before Sid and Jolene get spliced,we'll look at magnetism of a different kind,although one that initially seems equally in the realms of fiction,with constant pressure to squeeze ever more transistors onto silicon chips,developers are turning from electricity to the new science of nano-magnetism in an attempt to come up with what they believe will be cheaper faster and more efficient - a fully magnetic computer.












